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Liberty Utilities (EnergyNorth Natural Gas) Corp. d/b/a Liberty – Keene Division 
 

DG 21-050 
Summer 2021 Cost of Gas 

 
Staff Technical Session Data Requests - Set 1 

 
 

Date Request Received: 4/5/21  Date of Response: 4/12/21 
Request No. Staff TS 1-1  Respondent: Steve Rokes 
     
 
REQUEST:  
 
Ref: Liberty Utilities (EnergyNorth Natural Gas) Corp. d/b/a  Liberty Keene Division 
response to Staff DR 1-1 (including Company’s confidential attachments), Order No. 26,274 
(July 26, 2019); Order No. 26,294 (Sept. 25, 2019); DG 20-152, Exhibit 10, Prefiled 
Testimony of Randall Knepper; DG 20-152 Transcript November 2, 2020 (Randall 
Knepper hearing testimony). 
 
Liberty Utilities (EnergyNorth Natural Gas) Corp. d/b/a Liberty Keene (Liberty Keene or 
Company) has identified a new compressed natural gas (CNG) supply contract, effective July 1, 
2021 for a term of three years, with an option to renew for one year.  This contract is scheduled 
to go into effect during the Summer 2021 COG season.   
 
At a minimum, the contract appears to contradict some New Hampshire Code of Administrative 
Rules, Puc 506.01 requirements, and safety directives established in Docket 17-068.  See Orders 
Nos. 26,274 and 26,294; DG 20-152, Exhibit 10, prefiled Testimony of Randall Knepper; DG 
20-152 Transcript November 2, 2020 (Randall Knepper hearing testimony). 
 
While not an exhaustive list, please comment on the following aspects of the new contract, and 
explain whether the Company agrees that there is a contradiction, inconsistency, or ambiguity 
between the new contract and PUC requirements and safety directives.  If yes, please indicate the 
Company’s expectations regarding how the new contract will be changed or clarified, and 
whether the contract price will increase, decrease, or remain the same.  If the costs may change, 
please indicate if the change would likely be due to a change in supply costs, demand charges, or 
something else. 
 

a. Liberty is identified as an “end-user” of CNG on Item 1 of Exhibit A Terms and 
Conditions of CNG Master Agreement.  Typically, the “end-user” is considered a 
customer of Liberty Keene’s who uses the gas supplied by the Company.  Please confirm 
that Liberty Keene is not the “end-user” for the Keene project serving Monadnock Plaza 
customers.   

b. Reference new contract Exhibit C Item 3 (g).  For data service, Liberty will provide 
wired internet connection to Seller (XNG) “to operate and monitor decompression 
equipment on a 24 hours per day, 7 days per week basis.”  Although this Item applies to 
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the Data Service lines that measure pressures, flows, temps and other sensing points, 
please confirm that Liberty is ultimately the “operator” of the decompression skid 
because the skid is downstream of the demarcation point.  Further, Staff believes that 
only Liberty can interrupt the flow of gas to the Keene customers absent a catastrophic 
failure and even then Liberty should be the entity deciding about interrupting the supply 
of gas.  Please confirm this is Liberty’s intent and understanding generally, and 
specifically the intent and meaning of Exhibit C Item 3 (g).     

c. Please confirm that the demarcation point is the flange on the XNG truck, pre-skid, pre-
hose.  If not, please explain whether this is a contradiction of PUC regulations and Safety 
requirements, and explain the terms used in describing the “delivery point,” and “natural 
gas product” as those phrases are used in the contract’s  Summary of Base Terms with  
contract terms Exhibit C Item 3.b. and Item 3 a, and  Exhibit B Items 2a, 2b, 2c. 
Please confirm that Liberty will monitor the CNG operation and explain what 
“operational activities.  To the extent the supplier is monitoring those same activities, 
please confirm it iis secondary to Liberty’s responsibility.  If not, please explain whether 
this is a contradiction of PUC regulations and Safety requiremetns, and explain (as 
requested above). 

d. Are there any services that XNG is offering Liberty other than a new contract that 
includes a demand and supply charges.  If there are services please identify and list them. 

 
RESPONSE: 
 

a. From XNG’s perspective, Liberty is the end user to XNG for the purpose of this contract, 
and the Monadnock Marketplace customers are the end users for Liberty.  Liberty 
purchases the commodity as recorded by the flow meter at the “Delivery Point” prior to 
“the Buyer’s flanged pipe connection,” as noted in the Master Agreement.  Downstream 
of this point, Liberty meters its company usage and the individual customer usage at the 
Marketplace. 

b. Liberty is ultimately the “Operator” of the decompression skid.  Liberty provides the 
internet connection to the HMI unit built and incorporated into the decompression skid 
for monitoring pressures, flows, temps, and other sensing points.  Liberty then “pulls” all 
relevant operating information from this point to be sent to Liberty’s Gas Control Center 
for monitoring and operations of the skid.  XNG basically remains as a back-up 
monitoring company.  XNG also monitors the trailer levels in order to maintain a 
delivery schedule to the site.  With the exception of a catastrophic failure, only Liberty 
can interrupt the flow of gas to the Keene customers and even with such a failure Liberty 
makes the decision about interrupting supply to the customers. 

c. The “demarcation point” for operating purposes is at the hose connection of a CNG 
Trailer prior to the decompression skid, although not specifically identified in the Master 
Agreement.  In the agreement under the “Summary of Base Terms,” the phrase “Delivery 
Point” is used to describe the location of the flow meter which is installed prior to the 
“flanged pipe connection” point where the “Natural Gas Product” exits the 
decompression skid and enters the underground distribution piping.  This "Delivery 
Point,” or meter, must be installed downstream of the demarcation point of the hose 
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connection to a CNG Trailer so the commodity or “Natural Gas Product” can be metered 
after passing through the decompression process.  Liberty is solely responsible for the 
safe and reliable operations of the decompression skid downstream of the “demarcation 
point” as outlined above per the PUC regulations and Safety requirements.  The 
operations of the skid, basically decompressing and regulating pressures and flow, occur 
automatically based on demand of customers at the Monadnock Marketplace.  However, 
Liberty provides 24/7 monitoring of all processes, with XNG providing secondary or 
back-up monitoring of the same.  As stated in (b.) above, XNG does provide monitoring 
of natural gas product levels to provide scheduling of on time delivery requirements. 

d. XNG is not providing any more or any less service than the original contract.  As with the 
first contract, this contract includes demand and supply charges.  
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Liberty Utilities (EnergyNorth Natural Gas) Corp. d/b/a Liberty – Keene Division 
 

DG 21-050 
Summer 2021 Cost of Gas 

 
Staff Technical Session Data Requests - Set 1 

 
 

Date Request Received: 4/5/21  Date of Response: 4/12/21 
Request No. Staff TS 1-2  Respondent: Steven Mullen 
     
 
REQUEST:  
 
Ref: Liberty-Keene’s response to Staff DR 1-1 (including Company’s confidential 
attachments) and orders and testimony referenced above. 
 
Please provide a copy of the CNG contract, effective July 1, 2021, and highlight the changes 
Liberty will request, and indicate revisions (proposed wording) that will be suggested to bring 
the contract into compliance with Commission orders, administrative rules, and safety 
requirements.  What is the Company’s proposed timeframe and process to achieve these 
changes?   
 
RESPONSE: 
 
Liberty disagrees with the allegation that the CNG contract somehow violates Commission 
orders, administrative rules, and safety requirements.  Indeed, the Commission previously 
approved recovery of CNG costs incurred under a CNG contract with similar terms.  The CNG 
contract merely governs the relationship between Liberty and XNG; the contract itself is not 
subject to such requirements.  Rather, it is Liberty’s written operations procedures, written 
emergency management procedures, the physical construction of the CNG skid itself, and 
Liberty’s operation of the CNG skid that must comply with the Commission orders and rules.  
Liberty is in compliance.   
 
The change that Liberty will request to the referenced CNG contract is to prepare an amendment 
to the CNG contract to insert language similar to the following:   

 
To the extent the terms of this CMA conflicts with the 
Company’s “CNG Skid Operating Procedures” and “Gas 
Emergency Management Plan – Keene Division,” which are 
incorporated into this CMA by reference, the terms of the 
Company’s procedures shall control. 

 
The Company intends to have the above change in place before the contract’s July 1, 2021, 
effective date.  The Company fully understands the need to comply with Commission orders, 
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administrative rules, and safety requirements and will continue to operate its business 
accordingly. 



Liberty Utilities (EnergyNorth Natural Gas) Corp. d/b/a Liberty – Keene Division 
DG 21-050 

Summer 2021 Cost of Gas 
 

Staff Technical Session Data Requests - Set 1 
 
Staff TS 1-3 
 
Ref:  Liberty-Keene’s response to Staff DR 1-1 (including Company’s attachments); Safety’s marked-up 
redacted contract with red hand-written notations (“DG 21-050 Staff Tech Session MARKUP of Liberty 
Response to Staff 1-1”) 
 
Please comment on the portions of the contract Staff has marked-up in the attached DG 21-050 Staff 
Tech Session MARKUP of Liberty Response to Staff 1-1.    There are 29 numbered items for review.  
Please provide Liberty’s clarifications of, and comments on, those items.   
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TI1is CNG Master Aareement (thi.~ MCMA•} is entered into as of January 6, 2021 by and between~ Natural 
Cills LLC, a Delaware limited liability company with an office located at 300 Brickstone Square, Suite 1005, Andover, 
MA 01810 (t()Gether with its subsidiaries and affiliates ·Seller"), and Liberty Utilities (EnergyNorth Natural Ga~) 

Corp. with an office at 15 Buttrid! Road, I.Dndonderry, NH 03053 ("Buyer"). Each of Buyer and Seller may be 
referred to herein as a "Party" and collectively as the "Parties." 

Delivery Period 

Purchase Price 

Demand O'larges 

Commodity Gas 

Marketer's Basis 
Charges 

The Initial Term of the agreement is three (3] years from the Effective Date. The 

agreement will automatically renew fOf an additional one-year Renewal Term on the rr • ,r,,,,; 
same tenns and conditions, unless terminated by either Party on written notice \K - I 
delivered not less than 6 months prior to the expiration of the ttien-current Delivery 'S ,t• f 
: atural Gas delivered by the Sellet" shall ~ in comprf!sSed form (-J,600- p-si_) _a-nd_,..,__ ...... ~ f ' c/" YJt f (,.; 

ressed ior to the Del ivC<"V Po,!!in!!t:..· ~-.::.~::2:::=:::::~=--~.:_:...::-=-=-=-==----1 II~ ,,.,,Ji_~ •• f,l'• 
Price per MM U for natural gas shall ht! the sum of: ')c ,...a('•> P.,, ~"' 
(0 c.ommodity Gas; plus ,. .f · µl e,.., 
(ii) Mari<eter's Basis charges applicable to the purchase of the Commodity Gas; plus I ., ..r'- \ • .f.~~ • 
(iii) Service Adder. 1 < t •., 

In addition to the Purchase Price Buyer shall pay to the Seller a Demand charge equal 
to••• annuatty. The Demand Charee shall be payable in 12 monthly \ 
installments from the Effective Date. ' 
Unless otherwise ~ected. Commodity Gas stlall default to the index price (per 
MMBtu) 

by notifying 
XNG at least 10 days prior to the start of such month. The Commodity Gas will 
remain at such inde,c pricing until Liberty notifies XNG, not later than 10 days prior to 
the sta ,t of nut month to re:)ume default wicin 
A '!>ff MMBTU' fee for pipeline capacity paid 10 the capacity holders ~Pl>IY'lng 
Commodity Gas to the terminal, The Marketer's Basis Charge shall be-for the 
term of this Aareement for Algonquin CltVBate pricing. The charge per MMBTU will 

Pll "~,, lt•JS 

1il•·"' fl"''.t•,_ .. . 
;\t> fi"" 

t,,lr 
\ . 

1----------+-~ when libef"ty chooses lhe Millennium lndeK on_·_ce_. __ _ 
Service Adder er MMBTU. 

Contract Quantity Contr.id Quantity serves as the eape<.ted invoice quantities for deliveries each 
month. Actual volumes will vary due to weather and normal operations within the 
oourse of business. 

Month MM BTU Month MMBTU 

Janua,v._ _____ ~3,400 ______ Ju_l-y ____ -_1_,1_00 ____ __. 



Special Provisions 

February 

Mardi 

April 

May 

June 

3,1.00 

·-2.600 

.-J,800 

- 1,:100 

-900 

Auaust 
September 

October 

NOYlllmber 

December 

Total Annual Volume 
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-1,000 
- 1,000 

-1,400 
- 2,100 

- 3.300 
___ 23,100 

Title & Risk 7 +-'-.;;;...;;.."---..;....;..;....;;.....,_~=c:..~-'---'--'-~-=--:.c....;;;.c:..&..::.:.._;;_~ Dellve Point. ---- --
ALL TtRMS AND CONDITIONS INCLUDEO IN THIS CONTRACT SHAU APPLY TO EACH SAL£ AND D£UVCRY Of 

PRODUCT BY SEUER TO BUYER ( 1) UNDER THIS CONTRACT AND HEREAFTER (2) WHtll4ER OR NOT UNDER A 
WRITTEN CONTRACT. 

/~JpCJ,a,i~O;I ~'j 
A~.s"'~'" 

1 



". 
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EXHIBrr B - CONSTRUCTION. COMMISSIONING, MAINTENANCE, and TRAILER DELNERY 
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EXHIBIT C - SITE CONSTRUCTION AND RESPONSIBILITIES 
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Liberty Utilities (EnergyNorth Natural Gas) Corp. d/b/a Liberty – Keene Division 
 

DG 21-050 
Summer 2021 Cost of Gas 

 
Staff Technical Session Data Requests - Set 1 

 
 

Date Request Received: 4/5/21  Date of Response: 4/12/21 
Request No. Staff TS 1-3  Respondent: Steven Mullen 
     
 
REQUEST:  
 
Ref: Liberty-Keene’s response to Staff DR 1-1 (including Company’s attachments); 
Safety’s marked-up redacted contract with red hand-written notations (“DG 21-050 Staff 
Tech Session MARKUP of Liberty Response to Staff 1-1”). 
 
Please comment on the portions of the contract Staff has marked-up in the attached DG 21-050 
Staff Tech Session MARKUP of Liberty Response to Staff 1-1.  There are 29 numbered items for 
review.  Please provide Liberty’s clarifications of, and comments on, those items.   
 
RESPONSE: 
 
Below are Liberty’s responses to the 29 items noted by Staff: 
 

1. The Safety Division approved Liberty’s CNG operating and emergency management 
procedures and conducted a physical inspection of the CNG skid prior to operation in 
2019.  The “delivery point” has not changed from what the Safety Division reviewed and 
approved as part of that initial start-up. 
  

2. See #1 above. 
 
3. See #1 above. 
 
4. The PUC’s rules have a 7-day storage requirement, which the Company calculates based 

on the formula in the rule, and converts the result into the number of trailers that need to 
be on site to satisfy that requirement.  The contract requires the presence of the number of 
trailers required to meet the current 7-day storage requirement, and the contract contains 
the flexibility to require more trailers if the 7-day storage requirement increases due to 
additional load or a change in rules.  Note that the Commission approved recovery of 
CNG costs incurred under the similar 2016 CNG contract with similar language as 
referenced here. 

 
5. Some language in the contract is superseded or rendered irrelevant by Liberty’s CNG 

facility operating procedures and emergency management procedures, which procedures 
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the Company intends to have specifically incorporated into the contract by an 
amendment.  This is one such example of superseded or irrelevant information in the 
contract in light of those procedures.  The proposed amendment will thus resolve this 
item. 

 
6. The meter measuring the CNG that comes off the CNG trailer is an XNG meter.  On 

April 8, 2021, the temperature and pressure compensators on the meter were by Liberty 
and XNG, and the meter tested accurate.  

 
7. This is a standard force majeure provision; the parties chose not to define the highlighted 

terms.   
 
8. Ambiguity in contract terms can work to Liberty’s advantage by, for example, not 

precluding what is otherwise an obvious force majeure event because it was one degree 
shy of a specific temperature threshold if one were listed in the contract. 

 
9. There is a flanged connection on the decompression skid that could allow for the bypass 

of the CNG and connection of a portable LNG unit, if the CNG facility were to be out of 
service. 

 
10. At the time of installation of the Liberty-owned sub-meters, the meters were either new 

or were previously calibrated meters from Liberty’s meter shop in Nashua.  As of this 
date, no sub-meters have been tested since installation in October 2019. 

 
11. Both Liberty and XNG have the right to witness the test of the other party’s meter.  

However, if the non-owning party is not present, then the test results are deemed final. 
 
12. True. 
 
13.   Costs of preparing the site for the CNG facility were incurred in prior years and are not 

relevant to the term of this agreement. 
 
14. The permitting process was successfully completed prior to the term of this contract, so 

this provision is no longer relevant.. 
 
15. See #1.  Note that the Commission approved recovery of CNG costs incurred under the 

similar 2016 CNG contract with similar language as referenced here.  Again, nothing has 
changed with respect to the physical setup or operation of the facility. 

 
16. See #1.  Note that the Commission approved recovery of CNG costs incurred under the 

similar 2016 CNG contract with similar language as referenced here.  Again, nothing has 
changed with respect to the physical setup or operation of the facility. 

17. See #1 and #5.  Note that the Commission approved recovery of CNG costs incurred 
under the similar 2016 CNG contract with similar language as referenced here. 

 
18. See #1 and #5.   
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19. See #5.  Confirmed that maintenance is Liberty’s responsibility.  Note that the 
Commission approved recovery of CNG costs incurred under the similar 2016 CNG 
contract with similar language as referenced here.   

 
20. See #5. 
 
21. Seller reviewed the site prior to construction of the skid in the summer of 2017. 
 
22. Confirmed that Liberty connected the skid to the distribution system. 
 
23.  See #5. 
 
24.  Agreed. 
 
25. See #1 and #5. 
 
26. Agreed that Production Avenue is paved.  The Company notes that compacted gravel is 

described in the “typical” scope of work.  The Company further notes that the work was 
performed in 2017, well before the term of this agreement, so this provision is no longer 
relevant.  In addition, see #21, 

 
27. The Safety Division has previously inspected and approved the piping of the CNG skid.   
 
28. Confirmed.  See #5. 
 
29. January 6, 2021; see page 1. 
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